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Station Casinos
Wins with RADAR
Ctuit Software (now Compeat), the leader in business intelligence software for
restaurants, announced that Station Casinos, one of the leading providers of
gaming and entertainment in Las Vegas, has implemented Compeat RADAR
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Station Casinos required a solution to efficiently distribute reports to large groups
of employees and management, as well as ensure workers knew how to utilize
information generated in the reports for maximum benefit. By implementing
Compeat RADAR, the company enabled its staff, including restaurant managers,
executives, sous chefs, and property managers, to gain visibility into the
performance of their respective business units.
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“Ctuit (now Compeat) RADAR has had a substantial cultural impact on our
food and beverage managers and overall program,” commented Daniel
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According to Rob D’Ambrosia, former President and CEO, Ctuit Software, “In the gaming industry, there are complex rules and
regulations in how point of sale data is transferred and accessed. We worked closely with Station Casinos to ensure RADAR
met their highest expectations and compliance in providing a secure analytical, business tool to drive success in their business.”

Compeat RADAR is a complete above store, BI, Analytical and Financial reporting tool that gives the entire management team
deep insight and control to quickly identify trends and operational issues. Compeat RADAR users make informed, fact-based
decisions critical to success.

About Station Casinos
Founded in 1976, Station Casinos LLC is the leading provider of gaming and entertainment to the residents of Las Vegas,
Nevada. The Company’s properties offer various amenities, including numerous restaurants, entertainment venues, movie
theaters, bowling and convention/banquet space, as well as traditional casino gaming offerings such as video poker, slot
machines, table games, bingo and race and sports wagering. The Company owns 17 properties including: Boulder Station,
Fiesta Henderson, Fiesta Rancho, Green Valley Ranch, Palace Station, Red Rock Resort, Santa Fe Station, Sunset Station, Texas
Station, Days Inn at Wild Wild West and the Wildfire Gaming division that includes Barley’s Brewery, The Greens, Gold Rush,
Lake Mead Lounge, Wildfire Casino & Lanes, Wildfire Boulder and Wildfire Rancho. The Company also manages Aliante Station.
For more information, visit http://www.stationcasinos.com.
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To learn more about Compeat, please call us at (512) 271-0771 or email info@compeat.com.
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